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The newest installment of the "Better Tattoo Bible" series has been around the works for some
time since we've amassed countless lettering submissions throughout the years. With an
exponential amount of tattoo designs offering lettering, we believed it time to come out with an
entire book specialized in letters and banners. First-class has released several little books on a
variety of lettering styles that have been well received. Up to now, thousands of these books
have already been bought or downloaded. Whenever your customer wants his / her treasured
one's name or a memorial, there is only one book they will need to make reference to. But, why
flip through several books to get the perfect font? Be certain this one is normally on your own
shelf! You won't find a better assortment of lettering styles than in the Tattoo Lettering Bible. it
will pay out for itself in a matter of days. This book will be used day in and day trip;
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Great value and publication, highly recommend, A++ Awesome book for anybody looking to get
into tattooing or a specialist seeking to expand their skill set. Good value, plenty of vey great
fonts, traditional and new-school. My boyfriend will tattoos and needed this book. Highly
recommend, A++ Few complete alphabet fonts.! those that . TONS of lettering!. Few complete
alphabet fonts.. the ones that had been in it were extremely basic . Awesome Very satisfied high
quality large selection One Star No child alfabetos, que sera lo que queria, material y diseños
muy pobres I really like this book Calligraphy is definitely a weak point for me , I really like this
book.. lot different that discribed. “Tattoo lettering bible” not at all ... Four Stars Big letters Got it
for him and he appears to enjoy it. Reserve is quite well illustrated and put together. First got it
for him and he seems to enjoy it. Great reference material . Five Stars Lettering just like I
needed. good book for tattoos got for son Five Stars Great book!!... Five Stars My Grandson
enjoys this reserve, he likes the lettering.
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